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Abstract. In this note we discuss the similarities and differences between Gijdel’s result about 
non-recursive shortening of proofs of formal systems by additional axioms and the corresponding 
results about the succinctness of different representations of languages. 
1. Introduction 
In this note we show that some recent results about the relative succinctness 
between different representations of languages [2,5-10, 12, 13] are very closely 
related to GGdel’s result about non-recursive shortening of proofs in axiomatizable 
formal systems by addition of new axioms [ 1,4]. We also indicate that some other 
relative succinctness result< about the representation of languages appear to be 
fundamentally different frocr? the Gijdel results and discuss the nature of these 
results. 
In the proof of the Giidel speed-up result, one shows, after adding new axioms 
to a formal system, that the set of theorems provable in the new system but not 
in the old system is not recursively enumerable. From this it immediately follows 
that the new system must shorten proofs non-recursively relative to the old 
system [ 1,4]. The above proof is particularly simple as shown later, for 
inluitionistic logic or constructive mathematical systems which are frequently 
used in computer science [3, 111. 
Usually, the representation of languages is more complicated than proofs of 
theorems, since in general the equivalence between different representations of 
languages is not decidable, nor can the shortest representation be effectively 
computed. Nevertheless, the same method can be used to derive results abo:it the 
relative succinctness for several different representations of language<;. 1 nder mild 
assumptions about decidable representations of languages, we prove 11 the next 
section, that if the set of representations of the more powerful formalism without 
equivalent representation in the other formalism is not r.e., then it immediately 
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follc’ws that the relative succinctness between these representations is not recursively 
bounded. 
From the proof of these results we will see that the non-recursive shortening of 
pror,fs or representations of languages is due to the power to prove additional 
results or represent new languages. In the case of formal systems olre tag easily 
show (see Section 2) that without additional power to prove new results the relative 
shortening of proofs by changing proof systems is recursively bounded. The 
situation is quite different for the representation of languagca, TPI~GL: w.2 can gain 
qon-recursively bounded succinctness between different repr .,:ations bf 
the Fame family of languages. We will illustrate this by two representations of 
P-TIME by different types of machines whose relative succinctness is not 
recursivil-ly bounded [7,8]. 
2. Giidel speed-up 
Let F be an axiomatizable, intuitionistic or constructive 
and let the theory, TF, be the set of theorems provable in F, 
TF={wjFI-CO}. 
mathematical system 
It is known [3, 111 that in such systems the disjwzction property holds, that is, 
Ft-(CW VP) impliesthat Ft-(a)orFt--(f?). 
We denote by F[oo] the system F with the additional axiom 00 and let 7&,,,l be 
the set of theorems provable in F[o,,]. 
Theorem 1. Let F be a forrnd system as defined above with TF not recursice and 
w. not in TF. Then the set 
;J = TF[“,,) - TF 
is not r.e. 
Proof. Since wO is in T F[wol for all CY, w() v (Y is in ‘Tl;(c,,,,j. Since o. is not in TF using 
the disjunction property, we know that 
wg v cy is in TFLw,,l - TF 
if and only if cy is not in T,=. If J is r.e., then TF and FF are r.e, and TF must be 
recursive, which is a contradiction. Thus A is not r.e., as was to be shown. q 
For the sake of completeness we outline the same result for more classic logical 
systems, as formulated by Ehrenfeucht [ 11. 
Let F be an axiomatizablc, formal mathematical system with implication and 
twqltiw i JIS , -11. satisfyinp the usual axioms of propositional logic. 
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Theorem 2. Let F be a formal system as defined above and wO a senfencr? not in TF 
such that F[ TOO] is not decidable. Then the set 
T F[ -w~l - TF 
is not recursively enumerable. 
Proof. Clearly, 
and for any sentence (Y 
Therefore 
Thcreforc, recursive cnumerability of TF, ;,,,,,I - Tr7 implies that F[ -1 w(,l is a decidable 
theory. contrary to our assumption. cl 
As it will be seen from the next corollary it follows that F[_&j must shorten 
proofs of theorems in F non-recursively. 
For any o in TF let l[oII and IlwIIO denote the length of the shortest pl oof in F 
and F[ol,] respectively. We assume that the length of proof mc asures atisfies the 
natural axioms that for each II there are only finitely many different possible proofs 
of length 12, nt,, and that we can recursively COA lpute m, and effectively list all the 
possible no,, proofs of length n and decide if any of them prove a given sentence 
in F or F[w,,]. Furthermore, to eliminate the trivial, non-recursive shortenings of 
proofs for different proof systems for the same theory [S], we assume that the 
length of the proof includes the length of the proven theorem, i.e., we view the 
proof of a theorem as the statement of the theorem followed by the proof. 
Under these assumptions the relative succinctness of proofs of any two proof 
systems which prove the same set of theorems is recursively bounded. To see this, 
note that for any 11 we can effectively find the finite set of theorems whose proof 
length is less or equal to 11. Since both systems prove the same theorems we can 
compute the shortest proofs of these theorems in the other system and thus derive 
a mutual recursive succinctness bound for the proofs of the two systems. 
Corollary 3. Let F be an asiomatizable formal system such that TF[~~J - TF is not 
r.e. Then there is no recursive function f such that 
for all o in TF, ll+f(lldld. 
Prc -5 If such a recursive bound f exists, then we can recursively enumerate 
TF~~,,I - TF 
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by checking for each w E 7”kwr,l whether w is not in TF by verifying that no sequence 
of length f(ll o 0 or II ) 1 ess is a proof of o in TF. This contradicts the fact that 
is not recursively enumerable. U 
3. Relative succinctness of language representations 
Recently a number of results have been obtained about the relative succinctness 
of diRerent representations of languages [2,6-l& 12,131. After a closer inspection, 
many of these results how a considerable similarity to the GSdel speed-up discussed 
in the previous section as explained below. 
We first establish some notation for representations of languages. 
A set of names N = {N; INi E Z”, i a 1) is a represenfafion of a family of languages 
F=.(AilAicT*, i 2 1) iff to every Ni there is assigned a language L(N,) and 
a (L(N& 2 l}=F. 
A representation is r.e. or recursive if W is, respectively, r-e. or recursive. 
A representation N is decidable iff there exists a recursive function D such that 
forallxEr*andi*l. 
For Ni in the representation N let the size of Ni, INi], be the number of symbols 
in Ni. For representations K and N, N c K, we say that the relatioe succinctness 
of the representations is recursicely bowzded if there exists a recursive function B 
such that for any languaige A represented by N the minimal length representations 
Ni and Ki, in N and K respectively, satisfy 
Theorem 4. Let K artd N be decidable r~~yns~rltatiorts, let N s K, let K be rectrrsitlel) 
enumerable arld let N be recwsioe. I’ 
is trot r.e., tllftl the rela the strccirrcttwss of tlr 4 rt~pr~3serttcltiorts K and N is not 
bourtded. 
Proof. We will show that if the relative succinctness of the representations K and 
N is recursively bounded, then 9 is r.e. Assume that B is the recursive bound of 
the re’lative succinctness. Since K is r.e. and N is recursive, we can enumerate K 
ar~d for each enumerated K, we can compute ail N, in N such that 
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Since N is recursive and the representations are decidable, we can in the dove-tail 
manner check for all such IV” and successive lements x of r* whether such an 
L(Nj) differs from L(Ki). If L(Ki) differs from all L(Nj) such that 
SClKiI> B INji9 
then Ki is in A, and A is seen to be r.e. Thus if d is known not to be r.e., the 
relative succinctness of the representations i not recursively bounded. 0 
Similar proof techniques yield the next result. 
Corollary 5. Let K and N be decidable representations, let N c K, let K be recursive 
and fet K - N be r.e. If 
;1 =K -{Ki 1(3Nj)[L(Ki)=L(Nj)]} i 
is not 1.4.. then the relative succinctness of the representations K and N is not recursively 
bomded. 
Proof. Just as in the previous proof we will show that if the relative succinctness 
of the representations K and N is recursively bounded, then d is recursively 
enumerable. Let B be the assumed recursive succinctness bound. Then the following 
method enumerates A: first enumerate K -N, which is assumed to be r.e., then 
for each Ki in K -N test in a dove-tail manner whether L(Nj) #IJKi) for all A$ 
such that B (IKil) 2 INjI; if so place Ki in A. Since A is assumed not to be recursively 
enumerable, we conclude that 
bounded. El 
the relative succinctness is not recursively 
The previous results have many immediate applications. We illustrate them by 
several examples. 
Example 1. Consider deterministic context-free languages. Let K be the set of 
pushdown automata and N be the set of deterministic pushdown automata. Clearly 
N c: K and N and K are recursive, furthermore, K and N are decidable representa- 
tions. Since we can show that 
A = (K, ]K, is a pda accepting a cfl which is not deterministic} 
is not r.e. [6], Theorem 4 applies and WC conclude that the relative succinctress 
of representing deterministic context-frez languages by pushdown automata and 
nondeterministic pushdown automata is not recursively bounded [6, 12, 131. 2 
Example 2. Consider unambiguous context-free languages and let K be the set 
of all context-free grammars and let N be the set of unambiguous context-free 
grammars. Clearly K is recursive, N c K (but N is not recursive) and Iv -K is 
r.e. [6]. Thus Corollary 5 applies and, since it is known that A is not r.e., we 
conclude that representing unambiguous context-free languages by ambiguous 
nars must achieve recursively unbounded gains in succinctness [6, 12, 131. 
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Example 3. Similar results can be obtained for the languages in PTIME if we 
assume PTIME # NPTIME and represent NPTIME and PTIME, respectively, by non- 
deterministic arrd deterministic Turing machines with standard polynomial-time 
clocks [7,8]. As a matter of fact, 
PTI!blE # NPTItiE 
ii and only if the corresponding d set is not r.e. and th,is happens if and only if the 
relative succinctness of the above representations is not recursively bounded. 
Therefore, one way of showing that PTIME # NPTIME would be by proving that the 
succinctness in representation which can be gained from deterministic to nondeter- 
ministic polynomially clocked representation of sets in PTIME cannot be recursively 
bounded [S]. 
&UW@ 4. From Theorem 4 we can also easily derive results which show that 
even a slight increase in computation resources yields non-recursive gains in 
succinctness of representations. 
For example, consider tape bounded computations. Let N represent the set of 
Turing machines with a standard counter which for each input of length rz lays off 
II’ tape squares and halts the computation if the machine tries to exceed this tape 
bound while processing the input. Let R be the set of the correspondmg Turing 
machines with an n3 counter and let K = N u R. Then N and K are decidable 
representations, both sets are recursive and N c K. Since on t&tape we can 
diagonalize over all rz ,’ -tape bounded computations, there is a language A accepted 
hy a machine in K -N. Using A we can construct for each i a machine K, in K, 
such that K, accepts A if and only if 121 does n& hair on blank tape. otherwise K, 
accepts a finite set which is obviously accepted by a machine in N. This shows that 
J for those two representations cannot be recursively enumerated or we could 
enumerate the set of Turing machines that do not halt on blank tape. Thus we 
conclude from Theorem 4 that the relative succinctness between these two 
representations, K and IV, is not recursively bounded. 
This result implies that there exist 12’ -tape recognizable languages such that 
relatively small machines can recognize them on tt ‘-tape, but the I?-tape recog- 
nizcrs must be immensely large, and thus not easily found and understood by us. 
This phenomenon may be contributing to the well-known difficulties of finding fast 
allorithms or providing lower bounds for many practical problems. 
The relative, non-recursive shortening of proofs, between two formal systems 
6 and &, as described by Corollary 3, requires that in the formal system FI we 
can prove more theorems than in F2. Similarly, the non-recursive shortening of 
dchcriplions of ianguages in K was based on the fact that K described a larger 
family of languages than N. The above condition is required for formal systems to 
aAlc\cl noun-recursive speed-up but not necessarily for descriptions of languages. 
For the sake of completeness we give two examples of representations of the 
\itnIc* filfllily of l~lngl~~ges h2twtsen whose relative succinctness is not recursi\-ely 
~~WllIdc’d. 
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Exampfe I. Consider the languages in PTIME [7', 81. Let N be the representation 
of these languages by Turing machines with uniformly attached, standard poly- 
homial-time clocks, and let K be simply the Turing machines which run in 
polynomial time. 
I;‘act. nle rckatiue srrccit~ctttess of representing hguages itz PTIME by tmdtittes from 
N nrrd K is not recrrrsicely borrrzded 17, 81. 
Proof. For a TM Mi, which halts on blank tape, let tni be the number of steps 
performed by M’ before halting. Clearly, mi is not recursively bounded in the size 
of Mi, or the halting problem would be solvable. To show that the relative succinct- 
ness between N and K cannot be recursively bounded we will construct a TM 
iWd(i,, which runs in polynomial time and accepts a finite set not accepted by any 
clocked machine, M,rlj,k) (which is iWi with the shut-off clock nk + k) such that 
Corzstructiorr of A&,,,. For input _I, Mdti, computes mi and enumerates all clocked 
machines Mm,j,k, such that IM,,, ,,k, 1 G mi. say M,,, Mi,. . . . , Mi,. The input x is 
rejected if 1-v 1 >p, else 
It is seen that if A4, halts on blank tape, then Mdq(, runs in polynomial time and 
accepts a finite set not accepted by any M,,j.k) of size less than tn,. Since /Md,i,l is 
recursicely related to IMil and lMi1 is not recursively related to tni, we see that there 
is no recursive succinctness bound between the representations in N and K. q 
Example Il. Let N be defined as above, let F be an axiomatized formal system 
(say, Peano Arithmetic) and let K consist of all the Turing machines for which we 
can prove in F that they run in polynomial time. Again it can be seen that the 
relative succinctness is not recursively bounded [7,8]. 
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